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From: Risoldi, Zara M. <ZaraRisoldi@creighton.edu>

Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2015 11:07 PM

To: Journal of developing drugs

Subject: RE: Editorial Board Confirmation

Good morning, 

  I am happy to continue on the Editorial Board, but I do not have much additional time to devote to this activity.  If you 

think the revision of the Board will require an additional time commitment, I can step aside to make room for another 

member.  Either decision is fine with me; please let me know your preference. 

Thank you, 

 

Zara Risoldi Cochrane, PharmD, MS, FASCP 

Director, Distance Pharmacy Pathway 

Associate Director, Center for Drug Information & Evidence-Based Practice 

School of Pharmacy and Health Professions 
Health Sciences Library, Room 255 
Creighton University 
Omaha, Nebraska 68178 
Phone: 402-280-5161 
Email: zararisoldi@creighton.edu 
http://druginfo.creighton.edu/  

 

 

 

From: Journal of developing drugs [mailto:editor.jdd@omicsinc.com]  

Sent: Monday, November 16, 2015 5:02 AM 

To: Risoldi, Zara M. <ZaraRisoldi@creighton.edu> 

Subject: Editorial Board Confirmation 

 

Dear Dr. Zara Risoldi Cochrane, 

Warm Greetings from our Journal of Developing Drugs 

Hope you are doing well 

It’s a great pleasure to express our indebtedness to the eminent experts like you who are serving a prestigious role as an 

Editorial Board member for our esteemed journal. 

In order to increase the Journal visibility among the scientific community, we are hereby revising the Editorial Board of 

the Journal. So members can send their acceptance to continue as the Editorial Board member or else can withdraw their 

membership by sending a confirmation email saying that “you are not interested”. 

 

We will look forward to receive your response within 24 hours. 

 

Please cooperate to keep up the Journal standards. 

 

Wishing a long lasting scientific relationship for the benefit of the scientific community 
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Thank you very much for your constant support 

 

Regards, 
Sandy M Deep 

Journal Manager 

Journal of Developing Drugs 


